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As NLP and ML systems become more ubiquitous, their broad societal 
impacts are receiving more scrutiny than ever before. 

Several high-profile instances have highlighted how technology will often 
lead to more adverse outcomes for those that are already marginalized. 

What part do we play in this as researchers? 

What are the hidden assumptions in our research? 

What are the unsaid implications of our choices?

Whose voices are we amplifying? (and whose we are not?) 

Are we perpetuating and amplifying inequities 
or are we striking at the barriers to opportunity? 
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Do Machines Make Fair Decisions?

Do People Make Fair Decisions?

Answers are often complex and multifaceted.

Ethics statements can help navigate research choices, communicate implications.
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what goes into Ethics Statements (ethical considerations)
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… not “Appendix material”
… not just “good to have”
… not something we have never seen before



what goes into Ethics Statements (ethical considerations)
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… central to our work
… things we have always seen in good work 
(usually sprinkled across various sections of a paper)



What is a good place to talk about ethical considerations?
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� Introduction/Motivation
� Related Work
� Data
� Methodology
� Evaluation
� Experiments 
� Error Analysis
� Limitations 
� Conclusions
� Future Work

Ethics Statements can bring together the ethical considerations stated in the paper in a 
cohesive narrative, and elaborate on them.

Impact Statement

Data Statement

Bias mitigation, Ethics focused shared task (e.g. SemEval 2018 Task 1)

Traditionally, a place where people have listed
ethical considerations



Ethical Considerations: Introduction/Motivation
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� what questions are we asking?
◦ no hurry to get to the solution
◦ lets understand the question better

� bring out the nuances and complexities
� what assumptions are we making?

� why should we care about this question/problem/task? 
� who is impacted by this problem? 
� who is impacted by this work?
� who is left out?
� what problems are we not tackling?
� are these choices maintaining structural inequities or questioning them?



Ethical Considerations: Related Work
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Whose voices are we amplifying?
NLP is actively encroaching on other fields:
� humanities
� psychology
� culture studies
� social sciences
� public health

We must give researchers from these fields a voice. Learn from them. Situate our work in their 
literature. Collaborate with them. 
That does not mean they have all the answers.
Your NLP background gives you unique perspective. 
Bring it to bear by collaborate with all stake holders (including the people affected). Avoid the 
trap of AI/ML/NLP solutionism.
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Whose voices are we amplifying?
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� humanities
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� culture studies
� social sciences
� public health

We must give researchers from these fields a voice. Learn from them. Situate our work in their 
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Your NLP background gives you unique perspective. 
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COI: The incentives for fast science act against the careful and 
thoughtful pace of slow (truly interdisciplinary) science that 
engages with all stake holders right from the start.

We can benefit from both slow and fast science.



Ethical Considerations: Data
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A whole panoply of considerations. Here is one:
For annotations, is there a “right” answer and a “wrong”?
� Yes: domain experts annotate the data
� No: we want to know how people perceive this word, phrase, sentence, etc.
◦ large number of annotators 
◦ seek appropriate demographic information (respectfully and ethically)

How should we aggregate the information?
◦ Acknowledge the limitations of majority vote aggregation
◦ Danger of saying that the views of a certain demographic is the norm or standard
◦ Acknowledge that we are missing out on some/many voices
◦ Saying all voices are correct has its own problems

� How to address and manage inappropriate biases? 



Ethical Considerations: Design and Methodology
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People have a bias towards large numbers.
AI amplifies the bias to large numbers.
-- Jutta Treviranus (Expert on inclusive design)
We Count! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OAXmCAqZqRk

Multi-variate scatter plot of needs of a set of people. Source: Jutta Treviranus.

Pareto principle, 80/20 rule,
Zipf’s law, power law distribution



Ethical Considerations: Design and Methodology
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Yes, design is political. Because design is labor, and your labor is 
political. Where you choose to expend your labor is a political act. 
Who we omit from those solutions is a political act.

A designer does not believe in edge cases.

This job isn’t about creating bullhorns for fascists and others who’d 
use their power to denigrate others. It’s about making sure those 
who are threatened by the inhumane have the better bullhorns.

This job isn’t about building tools that hand our data to the 
corporations of Silicon Valley. It’s about building tools to keep that 
data from them.

-- Mike Monteiro



Ethics Statement: Tips
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� Acknowledge 
◦ the pain of those affected 
◦ your biases and conflicts of interest
◦ how you have / have not involved 

various stake holders
◦ you cannot capture everything

� Invite feedback and things to add
◦ blog posts, open review, preprints

you can still miss things!

◦ live document

� Space limitations
◦ put it on the project webpage

you can still miss things!
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NLP Scholar Project 



Conflict of Interest
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Parallels between Big Tech and Big Tobacco: histories, actions
� appearing to be embattled, hiring (researchers) and funding (universities, conferences), 

taking ownership of ethics, influencing research questions



Resources
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� A Guide to Writing the NeurIPS Impact Statement. Carolyn Ashurst, Markus Anderljung, Carina Prunkl, Jan Leike, 
Yarin Gal, Toby Shevlane, Allan Dafoe.
https://medium.com/@GovAI/a-guide-to-writing-the-neurips-impact-statement-4293b723f832

� Data Statements for Natural Language Processing: Toward Mitigating System Bias and Enabling Better 
Science. Emily M. Bender and Batya Friedman.

� Datasheets for datasets. Timnit Gebru, Jamie Morgenstern, Briana Vecchione, Jennifer Wortman Vaughan, Hanna 
Wallach, Hal Daumé III, and Kate Crawford.

� Some of my ethics statements:
◦ Practical and Ethical Considerations in the Effective use of Emotion and Sentiment Lexicons.
◦ NLP Scholar Project: https://medium.com/@nlpscholar/about-nlp-scholar-62cb3b0f4488

Contact: Saif.Mohammad@nrc-cnrc.gc.ca           @SaifMMohammad


